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INTRODUCTION

Last Spring I wrote for the Atlantic

Monthly an article under the caption

''Should Smith Go to Church'^ with

no idea that it would attract any at-

tention. I was astonished and not a

little awed by the great number of per-

sonal letters thai ,ess.ay .brought me, and

by the deluge of newspaper articles in

the secular and reliyioiis, pre^ss that fol-

lowed its appearance. . Most ofmy critics

were friendly, tUough .several religious

papers bore harshly upon my lack of

spirituality. It was said that my point

of view was purely utilitarian, and that

I utterly ignored ''spirituality.'' My
essay has been the subject of many
sermons by ministers of all denomina-

tions, not, I am constrained to say,

because I offered anything novel in

explanation of Smith's indifference to
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religion, hut because my title presented

a tempting target, and some of my sug-

gestions threw into concrete form the

vieivs of the average doubting layman,

I have replied to all of my correspond-

ents who showed a serious interest in

what I believe to be the most important

of questions, but have not felt called upon

to reply to printed criticisms, I may
say here, however, that I am delighted

to find that the church as a topic is still

so provocative ,and that I am glad to

have bee'rb 'i;AslHi7n'e'nta:l '4n drawing into

the arena QQ mmt}j\;(md so valiant de-

fenders of'HligTon,'^ I welcome the ap-

pearance- of :jt}ils^ > 'tqlu^me of sermons

because they discuss ^' SmitKs^^ predica-

ment so frankly and honestly, *' Smith'*

I projected as the average man, and I

confess that in the main I spoke for

''Smith'' and as ''Smith.'' The re-

proach that I am a person incapable

of spiritual perception is not without its

sting; and yet I submit that we "Smiths"

are entitled to the consideration of those

blessed with spiritual gifts.
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A spiritual aristocracy is not likely

to further the cause of Christ in these

days of awakened social consiousness.

Spiritual arrogance in the few will not

help the many who stumble in the dark

seeking light.

Having been most of my life a church

member, and an interested observer of

religious phenomena through practically

all my adult years, I protest that it is

unjust for any one to assume that I

arraigned the churches in a spirit of

cynicism. Dr. Beattys pays me the

compliment of meeting all my criticisms

fairly in the open. He has not rummaged

in the dark lumber-room of medieval

theology to find answers to ''Smith's''

questions but has discussed them compre-

hensively in twentieth century sunlight.

A church of saints smugly enjoying

their own saintliness is not, to my
thinking, a Christian Church, Christ's

concern was with sinners, I know of

nothing more depressing than the con-

templation of churches that serve only

the needs of

'

' good
'

' people. A ''fashion-
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able church'' is an anomaly and a

blasphemy. And many churches of the

once-a-week urban type, against which

I launched my spear, strike me as having

the poorest imaginable excuse for existing.

Christianity, if it would catch step with

modern life and do its great part in

uplifting and sustaining mankind, must

extend its friendly helping hand to the

poor, the weak, and the erring. And
this the average city church is not doing,

''Smith'' knows this. Nor does it suffice

to say to ''Smith" that on Sunday

prayers are said, hymns sung and

sermons preached, and that if he does

not present himself in church on Lord's

day it is his own fault if his soul is not

saved. This is an easy way of dismissing

"Smith's" case against the church, but

it is inconceivable that it would be the

way of the Carpenter of Nazareth if he

were to appear now in our strenuous

America.

I had hoped that my suggestion for an

immediate movement toward unity through

local effort would have met with a friend-
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Her response than has been given it.

For years unity has been discussed and
committees have been appointed and con-

ferences have been held by the important

denominations; but I should like to see

the matter taken up in its practical, not

in its theological^ aspects, by the clergy

and laymen in some typical American

city where all branches of the Christian

family are represented. As I have said

before, the question must in the end be

the practical one of concentration and

redistribution in the interest of efficiency.

And what an impulse would be given to

Christian effort if denominational rivalry

could be got rid of, and the work of Christ

put forward zealously without division

or waste of energy and means! Think

of the impression that would be made
upon the host of indifferent ''Smiths''

by condensation and co-ordination!

Many shots have been fired at me for

my support of the idea of institutional

churches. And yet there again, I can

see the practical-minded ''Smith'' doff-

ing his hat to the seven-day-a-week churchy
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with its doors open daily to all in need

of spiritual comfort and physical restora-

tion. Clergymen tell me with long faces

of the difficulties and embarrassments in

the ivay of a unification of Protestantism,

But their trouble is with theology, not

with the ideal of service. The grim old

theology of our grandfathers still has

apparently a firm grip on many of us.

And so long as we are more concerned

loith theology than with broad, efficient

Christianity the way will be long and

beset with shadows.

I have been asked by many ivhy I

omitted any reference to Roman Catholi-

cism in my paper, I shall answer that

I have only the warmest admiration for

American Catholicism; that it is doing

a great and difficult ivork, and doing it

zealously and with dogged persistence and

earnestness, and that its ''Smiths'' seem

to be a negligible quantity in its member-

ship. When we Protestants have put our

own house in order then we may begin

to throw stones at Catholics, Jews and

infidels. Many of my friends among the
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''Smiths'' speak with cordial respect of

Catholicism; they admire its efficiency, its

patient, steady stroke, its tirelessness.

And these are qualities that Protestantism

must win for itself.

Publishers tell me that there is just

now a great demand for serious hooks,

particularly those that discuss religious,

social and economic questions. This I

take as a good sign of the times, I think

it significant that these vigorous, stimula-

ting sermons are to he published as a sin-

cere contribution to the literature of effi-

cient Christianity, And I believe that if

the church will avail itself of this serious

mood of our people to discuss and to

illustrate by example the close ties that

exist between the Christ Ideal and the

needs and hopes of America, it will be

on a fair way to regain its old hold upon

the imagination and heart of the world,

Meredith Nicholson.

Indianapolis, January 14, 1913.
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FOREWORD

The way these sermons came to be

preached is this: in the Atlantic

Monthly for last June, there ap-

peared an article by Mr. Meredith

Nicholson—who writes the introduc-

tion to this little book—on "Should

Smith Go to Church?" which I read

with deep interest. It represented the

non-church-goer's side on the mooted
question of church attendance. It sug-

gested to me the idea that perhaps the

position of the non-church-goer had
not received the attention that it de-

served; and I decided to take up the

subject in the pulpit and try to give

"Smith" a "square deal." These ser-

mons are the result. They aroused an

unusual interest and discussion during

the preaching of them, and requests

were made to put them into permanent
XV





Smith and the Church

WHO IS SMITH ?

*'Jotham did that which was right in the sight of the

Lord, according to all that his father Uzziah did: howbeit

he entered not into the temple of the Lord." II Chronicles

xxvii : 2.

It would be a fair inference from

these words that Jotham was not a

church-going man. In other respects

he was a good man and a good king.

He "did that which was right in the

sight of the Lord: howbeit," and this

marked his deficiency, ''he entered

not into the temple." Like lots of

other people Jotham was not given to

church-going; did not feel the need of

the church, perhaps; felt that he could

be just as good without going to the

temple.

Jotham may well stand as the rep-

resentative of the modern non-church-

1
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goer, whom I shall call, in this series

of sermons. Smith.

Of course you understand that I

speak of Smith as a type of hosts of

men in our time who on various grounds

are indifferent to the claims of religion

and the church.

I am very anxious to be fair to Smith.

I want to get his point of view as far as

I am able. Most of the misunder-

standings and misjudgments of life

arise from the failure to get the other

man's point of view. Putting your-

self in the other man's place is a most

wholesome and needful thing in any

kind of discussion. This I am most

anxious to do in this discussion. And
while I should be much surprised to

have Smith agree with me in all my
positions, I hope that he will feel that

I have been fair with him and given

him a ''square deal." While I want to

be perfectly fair to Smith, I also want
to be perfectly frank. And I think

Smith wants me to be.

Who is Smith? Smith is the best
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of good fellows—an up-to-date Ameri-

can, a successful business man, a kind

husband and father, a good neighbor

and a public-spirited citizen. He lives

a clean and respectable life and stands

well in the community. His wife is

a member of the church and his

children go to Sunday-school, and he

contributes toward the support of the

church by paying for his wife's pew.

But he himself never, or rarely, goes

to church. He spends his Sundays

playing golf, motoring, reading the

Sunday newspaper, or at his club.

Smith is not antagonistic to religion

or the church, he is simply indifferent.

He believes the churches serve a useful

purpose in the w^orld, and contributes

to the church and its benevolent

causes. He believes that church-going

is a good thing for Brown and for Jones,

but for himself, he gets along very well

without it.

So far as any one can see. Smith has

no deep concern about his soul. He
jocosely remarks that his wife keeps up
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the religious end of the family, and
laughingly speaks of himself—though

he won't let you call him so—as one of

the ''goats.'* He is an excellent illus-

tration of the homely doggerel

:

On the world's broad field of battle,

In the bivouac of strife,

You will find the Christian soldier

Represented by his wife.

Now Smith is a good man, in the

general acceptation of that term. And
Smith would very deeply resent it if

any one were to say that he was not a

good man.

One of the most interesting studies

is the study of the degeneration of

language. Some of the best and most

wholesome words in the English lan-

guage have degenerated by much use.

They came into the language bright

and clear, like the new coin from the

mint, but by much handling have lost

the luster and clearness of their image

and superscription. Such a word that

has degenerated is the old Anglo-

Saxon word "good," and ''goodness."
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The root of the word good, is God ; and

the .old Anglo-Saxon word for goodness,

was godness. All true goodness, in the

last analysis, is godliness. No man is

good, in the best sense, who is not

godly.

What you mean, when you say that

Smith is a "good" man, is simply that

he is a decent man. He is kind to his

wdfe and children, pays his debts,

doesn't cheat, and won't lie. But,

really, it is not a thing to get up on

the housetop and shout about, that a

man is not a thief nor a cheat nor a

liar. Any man who lays the slightest

claim to decency, is above these

traits. When you say that a man is

a "good" man, you must mean more
than that he is a decent man. The
,only true goodness is godliness, and

the good man is the godly man.

Here is where Smith and I probably

would differ. But here is where we
draw near to the real heart of our dis-

cussion. You cannot divorce morality

and religion. They belong together
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and cannot be separated. All true

morality flowers into true religion, and
all true goodness is rooted in right-

eousness.

It would seem eminently unfair and
unjust to call Smith a pagan, and

Smith himself would bitterly resent the

charge, and so would his friends.

And yet, trying to be as fair to Smith

as I know how, I cannot help but feel

that he is essentially pagan. A man
does not have to be a heathen or a wor-

shipper of idols to be a pagan. It is

quite possible to be a pagan in these

days and in a Christian community.

"It is possible to be in a Christian

civilization but not of it; to reap the

benefits which organized Christianity

has conferred upon society and never

enter a church; to benefit by the in-

calculable privilege of the Christian

Sabbath and give the whole day to

amusement." A pagan is not neces-

sarily a bad man; on the contrary he

may be a very good man, in the general

acceptation of that term. He may be
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above reproach—honest, honorable,

kind.

But he hves

As if Jesus had never lived.

As if He had never died.

He entirely ignores religion and the

spiritual interests of his own soul, and
lives his life bounded entirely by im-

mediate interests and pleasures. The
spiritual life is an unreal life to him;

he gives no thought to it, and makes no

provision for it. He gives his Sundays

to golf or motoring or tennis, or his

club. There are hosts of such men, and

among them are to be found some of the

most influential men in the community,
leaders in the world of business and
finance. They are carrying burdens

and are under pressure that their

fathers never dreamed of, and they need

more out-of-door life; they must have

the open active life, the freedom and
variety. The trouble with these men
does not lie so much in what they are

doing as in what they are not doing.
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It is perfectly right and praiseworthy

that they should build up their phys-

ical life, but it is all wrong and utter

folly that they should dwarf their

spiritual life. I have no quarrel w^ith

Smith for the wholesome things that

he does. I will not quarrel with him
for playing golf or motoring on Sunday,

though I have my convictions on this.

I have no quarrel with Smith for the

things he does, but I have a quarrel

with him for the things he is leaving

undone. And it may be that the

church has made a mistake by paying

so much attention to the things men
are doing, and paying so little attention

to the things they are leaving undone.

And I call Smith a pagan, because

the whole religious aspect of life has

passed out of his thought, and he

lives "as the best Romans lived, but

falls immeasurably below the level of

Christian privileges and responsibili-

ties." As yet, he is "untroubled by a

spark."

The modern pagan ignores the finest
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things of his inheritance, living in the

lower parts of his being. It is as

though one were to inherit a mag-
nificent palace and were to close the

galleries and libraries and splendid

halls, opening only the dining-room,

there to live and feed. Happy the

man who is a fine fellow and a good

business man; but alas! if he is only

thaL Happy he who prospers in ma-
terial things; but alas! if he is dwarfed

and shriveled in spiritual things. To
be a millionaire in things physical and

material and bankrupt in things spir-

itual, is enough to make the angels

weep.

We need to emphasize again and

again in our day that man is something

more than a splendid animal. Life is

something more than meat and drink.

It is the height of folly for a man to

go through his life as though he were

some splendid dog or a fine-blooded

horse. Man is something more than a

fine animal; he is spirit, and has an

immortal soul.
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A friend of mine once asked a man
about his soul, and received the an-

swer, ''Oh, I don't have time to think

about such things." Here is the trag-

edy of our day, that men are so busy

with the affairs of this world that they

do not have time to think about their

souls. We are developing muscle at

the cost of spirit, and I submit to you
that that is a fearful price to pay.

If Christ were among us to-day, I am
sure he w^ould add another "woe" to

those he uttered against the men of

his day. And would it not be, "Woe
to the man who builds up his body at

the expense of his souF'.^^

As we study the lives of the men
about us we are impressed by the

superficialness and immediateness of

their living. There is a lamentable

lack of depth and perspective in their

lives. Ruskin says, somewhere, that

every great painting must "have an

escape into eternity." If this is neces-

sary for a picture, how much more for

a soul!
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A literary woman once consulted

an oculist concerning an ailment of

her eyes. Upon examination he said:

"Madam, your eyes are simply tired;

you need to rest them." ''But," she

replied, "this is impossible: my en-

gagements are such that I must use

them." After reflecting for a moment,
he asked: "Have you any wide views

from your home.^" "Oh, yes," she

answered with enthusiasm. "From
the front porch I can look out upon a

glorious range of mountains." "Very
well," replied the oculist, "that is

just what you need. When your eyes

feel tired, look steadily at your moun-
tains for ten minutes—twenty would

be better; the far look will rest your

eyes." It is the "far look," the look

that pierces eternity and finds God,

that Smith needs and must have if he

is to fulfill his highest destiny.

"If a harper on his way to the

king's palace to sing his epic and get

his coronation should busy himself

on the road in cutting his harp strings.
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one after another, and using them to

lead his dog with, or to play with his

child, or to fix his harness, so that when
he reached the king's palace he would

have no strings to his harp," he would

be like thousands of Smiths who are

building up their outward lives at the

expense of their spiritual instincts and

soul aspirings.

So I would say to Smith, "Beware
not to spend your whole life in build-

ing up external prosperity, forgetting

that you must build up on the inside

just as fast as you build up on the out-

side, if you are to reach your largest

powers and fulfill your highest destiny."
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WHY SMITH DOES NOT GO TO CHURCH
*^ Bvt they made light of it, and went their ways, one

to his own farm, another to his merchandise." Matt,

xxii :5.

These words are taken from one of

Christ's most graphic parables. The
kingdom of heaven is Hkened unto a

certain king who prepared a marriage

for his son, and sent his servants forth

to invite the guests to the feast. The
invitation of the king was variously

received. In one case they maltreated

the royal messengers, while others

who were called, made light of the

whole thing. Thus in all generations

is the message of God treated—some

scorning it with anger and contempt,

while others simply ignore it and treat

it lightly. It is of this latter class, who
tranquilly and complacently put aside

the message of the King, that I am to

speak now.
13
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Let me preface my discussion by
saying that I do not treat this subject

of why Smith does not go to church, in

any mere academic way. I have met
Smith, and talked with him, and have

tried to get his point of view, so as to

represent him fairly and unbiasedly.

There are almost as many reasons

why Smith does not go to church as

there are Smiths. Some of them are

superficial and puerile, used plainly as

mere excuses; others are serious and

far-reaching, and are sincere and honest.

Of course it would be impossible, in a

twenty-minute sermon, to name them
all. Nor, to be perfectly frank, do I

care to waste time over a number of

them. Some of them are merely lame

excuses on the part of Smith, offered

to quiet a troubled conscience, and

these I dismiss at once as not worth the

time to discuss. I am concerned, in

this inquiry, only with Smith's real, sin-

cere and honest reasons. And let me
urge, at the very outset of our discus-

sion, that we church-goers beware of
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treating Smith in a cynical spirit, for

that will only drive him farther from

the church. Let us frankly admit that

Smith has real, sincere and honest

reasons for not going to church. This

is the only way, in my judgment, that

the church will ever win him. Nothing

is more certain to widen the gap

between Smith and the church than

for the church-goer to assume the

holier-than-thou attitude with him.

We must meet Smith fairly, and

honestly strive to get his point of

view, if we are ever to win him.

I begin with w^hat I believe to be

the least important of the reasons why
Smith does not go to church, namely,

the faults of the church. Smith does

not go to church because he sees so

many glaring faults in the church.

He is thoroughly disgusted with the

disagreements and discussions and

squabbles that sometimes take place

in the church. It seems difficult for

Christians to dwell together in peace.

There are factions and cliques, quarrel-
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ings and petty bickerings that disgust

Smith, as his wife tells him the story

at the dinner table. And this seems to

justify Smith in his favorite dictum that

there is as much Christianity outside

the church as within it. This surely is

a sad commentary on the church, and

one deeply to be deplored. But Smith

makes the mistake here that so many
make, in failing to understand clearly

the character of the church. And
while frankly admitting that there is

very often just cause for Smith's

charge, and without in the least at-

tempting to excuse the church in this

particular, it is well to remind Smith

that although the church is the divine

instrument for bringing in the kingdom
of God upon the earth, it is a human
organization, and like every other hu-

man organization is weak and faulty.

Did Smith ever belong to any organiza-

tion that was entirely free from dis-

sensions and petty bickerings and quar-

relings.f^ No, but Smith comes back

at once with his answer that you do
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not expect as much of such organiza-

tions as you do of the church. True,

but perhaps Smith expects too much of

the church in this particular. The
church is made up of the same kind of

weak, faulty people that every other or-

ganization is made up of, and however
deeply we regret it and deplore it, the

simple fact is that the church, made
up of weak, frail humans, is sure to

be the victim of the failures of unsanc-

tified human nature.

Again Smith does not think that the

church is run as it should be, on the

proper business basis. The church

does not impress him as being an
eflficient organization that yields ade-

quate returns upon the investment.

He admires achievement, and he does

not think that the church is "making
good." He does not connect the moral

and reform movements which he sees

in business and politics, with the

church. He complains that millions

of dollars are tied up in ornate and
expensive buildings that stand closed
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and useless for all but five or six hours

a week. And he insists that "a one-

day-a-week church, whose apparatus

is limited to a pulpit in the auditorium,

and a map of the Holy Land in the

Sunday-school room," is a totally in-

adequate organization to Christianize

the modern world. And I think Smith

is right.

But these and many like them, I

believe, are merely superficial reasons

why Smith does not go to church.

They are not Smith's real reasons.

They may be the reasons why he is not

interested in the church, but they are

not the reasons w^iy he does not at-

tend church. We must go deeper than

this if we are to get at Smith's real

reasons. One of the deeper causes

—

and I sympathize with Smith in this

—

is his knowledge that there are hypo-

crites in the church, and his belief that

there are just as many good men out-

side the church as inside. So long as

Smith is honest in this—and is not

like so many non-church-goers, merely
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holding up this time-honored criticism

as a shield behind which he may hide

a troubled conscience, but earnestly

and honestly feels that his experience

and observation have led him to believe

that there are no better men inside the

church than outside it, and that he can

be just as good a Christian outside as

inside—then I am very anxious to meet

Smith on his own ground and argue the

question with him. This is a very

common criticism flung at the church,

and the church must meet it fairly if

it ever hopes to win Smith. Let it be

frankly and regretfully admitted that

there are many honest and sincere peo-

ple who ought to be members of the

church, but who will not openly con-

nect themselves with it, because they

have lost faith in the sincerity and in-

tegrity of some church members.

But let me remind Smith once again,

that so long as human nature remains

what it is, there can be no perfect

organization this side the millennium.

There are hypocrites in the church.
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with sadness and humiliation we admit

it; but it is well to remember that

there are hypocrites in every organiza-

tion under the sun. I own with sad-

ness the damage that the inconsistent,

hypocritical, unworthy member does

the church of the living God. But
I protest with righteous indignation

against the holding up of such hypo-

crites as fair specimens and examples of

church members, as Smith is so often

inclined to do. I claim that this is not

only unfair and unjust, but that it is

downright dishonest. If an English-

man should come over to America, and

ask me to point out to him the splendid

American oak of which he had heard

so much, and of which we are so justly

proud, and I should take him fifty

miles out on Long Island and show

him -the gnarled, stunted, dwarfed

scrub-oaks that grow there, and should

say to him: ''There is a specimen of the

American oak," I should be doing a

dishonest thing. To speak bluntly I

would be lying to him. And yet this
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is the very thing that Smith is so apt

to do with reference to the hypocrites

in the church. He picks out some Ht-

tle, mean, inconsistent, gnarled, scrub-

oak church member, and pointing him
out says: ''There is a specimen of

your church members; so long as your

churches are made up of men like that

I won't have anything to do with the

church." Now this is not only unfair

and unjust to the church, but it is

downright dishonest, for these hypo-

crites and inconsistent church mem-
bers do not represent the Christian

church. There are hypocrites in the

church, but they are the exceptions

and not the rule. The vast majority

of the best men in the land are mem-
bers of the church. Take our own city

and make a list of the best and most
influential citizens, and you will find

that the large majority of them are

inside the church of Christ. And be-

cause the church, with all its defects,

is the divinely ordained instrument for

the setting up of the kingdom of God
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among men, every man who believes

in that kingdom, and is in sympathy
with the work that the church is try-

ing to do, ought to support the church

and identify himself with it. I make
my plea to Smith, who is right at heart,

and who so often is in deepest sym-

pathy with the things that the church

stands for; I make a plea not for any

organization, but for the kingdom of

God; not for any local society, but for

the church of the living God! That
you should support any particular

church or any particular man, is of

comparatively little moment; but that

you should support the cause of Christ

and help forward the kingdom of God
upon the earth, is of the utmost and

vital importance!

B ut I hurry on to mention, as the last

reason why Smith does not go to church,

what I believe to be the real, true cause

that keeps him away, namely. Smith

does not feel the need of the church.

I wonder if this is not more of an

indictment against the church than
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against Smith? Smith does not go

to church because he does not feel the

need of the church: he gets along just

as comfortably without it as with it.

And here is a fact that ought not only

to awaken Smith, but also to arouse the

church! Let me remind Smith, kindly

but firmly, that I believe with all my
soul, that he can not get along without

the church; that he does not fully

realize what he is doing when he cuts

the church, and that for which the

church stands, out of his life. Let

me remind him that his richest in-

heritance is due to the church; that the

things that he is honestly proud of

in his character, and that make him
feel that he is just as good as those

who are in the church, have come
down to him because of the church,

through an ancestry that got out of the

church the traits that they put into

his blood, and that make him the

man he is. While Smith is compla-

cently congratulating himself that he is

just as good as any man in the church,
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he entirely overlooks the fact that he

is the man he is, because of some

godly father or some saintly mother

who, as loyal, devout members of the

church, walked the years with God.

Holmes says somewhere that every

man is an omnibus in which all his an-

cestors are sitting. What sort of a

man would Smith be if he had had an

ungodly ancestry? if there had not

been instilled into his blood and wrought

into the very fiber of his soul, the

principles of integrity, faith, upright-

ness and nobility which have come
down to him through the years, from

true, sturdy, Christian forebears .^^ As
letters cut in the bark of a young tree

grow and widen with age, so the im-

pressions and bias that Smith got

from a godly ancestry remain with him.

John Randolph, the American states-

man, once said: ''I should have been

an atheist if it had not been for one

recollection—and that w^as the memory
of the time when my departed mother

used to take my little hand in hers, and
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cause me on my knees to say, ''Our

Father, who art in heaven." The
French historian, Michelet, makes the

following touching reference to his

mother in the preface of one of his

most popular books: ''While writing

all this, I have had in my mind a

woman whose strong and serious mind
would not have failed to support me
in these contentions. I lost her thirty

years ago; nevertheless, ever living in

my memory, she follows me from age

to age. I owe her much. I feel deeply

that I am the son of woman. Every
instant, in my ideas and words, I

find again my mother in myself. It

is my mother's blood which gives me
the sympathy I feel for bygone ages."

"A kiss from my mother," said West,

"made me a painter." And Powell

Buxton, the British philanthropist,

WTiting to his mother, said: "I con-

stantly feel, especially in action and

exertion for others, the effects of

principles early implanted by you in

my mind."
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The story is told of Thomas Carlyle,

that not long before his death, he was

in conversation with the late Dr.

John Brown, and said to him: ''I

am now an old man, and done with the

world. Looking around me, before

and behind, and w^eighing all as wisely

as I can, it seems to me there is nothing

solid to rest on but the faith which I

learned in my old home, and from my
mother's lips."

These testimonies and scores of

others that could be produced, remind

Smith that the inheritance which is

his, and of which he is justly proud, is

the inheritance of the church of the

Hving God!
This tale is told of one of England's

most forceful statesmen. Morning
after morning he entered the old family

gallery, and stood as if in worship

before the ancestral pictures. He was

heard to say again and again, "I will

not forget, I will be true." His eldest

son often watched him in awe and

wonder. At the age of twelve his
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father took him with him one day and

explained this daily exercise. He said

to him, "You must hear these people

speak." ''What, father, can they say ?"

Then his father, pointing to each pic-

ture, replied: ''This one says be true

to me. The second one says be true to

thyself. The third one says be true to

thy home. The last one, which is my
mother, says be true to God. I go out

from them, my son, every morning,

saying I will be true."

And if Smith is to pass down to his

children and his children's children,

principles and characters of which they

will be proud in their day, he must
give the church as real, if not perhaps

as large, a place in his life as his fore-

bears did in theirs.

And I ask Smith if, in those hours

which come to him, as they come to

every earnest life, when spirit triumphs

over matter, and he catches the vision

of the real significance of life, he does

not feel, deep down in his soul, that the

church is essential to his highest and
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noblest development! And I cannot

help but feel—I hope he will pardon
me for this if I hurt his feelings—that

the fact that he insists that his chil-

dren shall go to Sunday-school and
church, is a practical confession that

Smith really does feel that the church

is worth while and necessary.
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SMITH AND THE PREACHER
" That which we have seen and heard, declare we unto

you." I John i :3.

After listening to the sermon "Why
Smith Does Not Go to Church," a man
wrote me as follows: "The question

of Smith is an all-absorbing one to me,

and in fact I presume I am, in the

minds of many, bearing his name. So

you see I was interested in following

your argument for and against him.

As I sat there in the pew following

you, as you built up your argument, it

seemed to me that when it was ended,

you had left unsaid the two strongest

arguments in favor of Smith, or in sup-

port of his reasons for remaining away
from church. These to my mind, and

in my own case, are most often the real

reasons, and not those that you gave.

Smith stays away from church because

29
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the minister gives him no food for

thought. To my mind the average

minister of the gospel is incapable of

giving thought to his listeners which

really amounts to anything, and which

is genuine common sense. The aver-

age business man is thinking keenly

along business lines through the week.

Can he afford, when it comes Sunday,

to go to church and listen to a lot of

small argument and weak pleading

which is far below his average plane

of week-day thought? He can see

through all the sermon before it is

preached, and gets no train of thought

to follow, and hence nothing to keep

his interest and make him think higher.

You have placed all the fault in the

pews and in the pews alone. You
never once suggested that there might

be a lack of interest and power in the

pulpit. Real men love real, forceful

talk, straight from the heart, in which

something is said. If Smith does not

get this can you blame him for his

attitude.^"
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That surely is a frank criticism, and

I want to answer it as frankly. "If

Smith does not get this, can you blame

him for his attitude?" he asks. No!

no honest person can blame Smith for

staying away from church if he gets

nothing from the pulpit that will pay
him for going. After listening to some

sermons, I am filled with astonishment

not that men stay away from church,

but that they attend at all. In a sym-

posium recently published on *' Non-
Church-Going," there occurs this blunt

and severe arraignment of the average

preacher: ''Is the average pulpit to be

taken seriously at all ? When a bishop

openly avows, after careful observa-

tion, 'I wonder how the laymen stand

it,' one may be permitted to reply

that the laymen do not stand it. They
are conspicuous by their absence. The
childish twaddle which does duty for

numberless sermons is appreciated

—

mostly for its brevity—by women and
children. The average pulpit deliver-

ance is neither calculated to convince
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the mind nor captivate the heart of

the modern man in the street. Non-
church-goers will assuredly demand
something more virile and actual than

what is generally to be heard if they

are to be brought in." While I be-

lieve that this criticism is too sweeping

and covers more ground than is justi-

fied, still there is more truth in it than

I wish there were. I want frankly to

acknowledge the force of Smith's criti-

cism about preaching. More than this,

I want to say frankly, that I deeply

sympathize with Smith in this matter.

As I am trying to be fair with Smith

in these sermons, and to put myself in

his place and get his viewpoint, I want

to take up his criticism of the preacher

and frankly discuss it. I believe there

is much truth in the criticism that the

average preacher is out of touch with

men and the times. The question has

been raised as to whether the ministry

is interpreting the divine idea to the

twentieth century. It is said that the

modern Egyptian doctor is accustomed
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to stand a long way from his patients,

and to examine them with an opera

glass. Many of the sermons that one

hears preached would seem as though

the preacher had imitated the Egyptian

doctor. It is all so academic and re-

mote from the real, vital issues of

life. There is not a pulse of life nor a

drop of red blood from start to finish;

all doctrinaire with nothing really

-human about it, and scarcely of any
interest to the average man. In con-

versation recently with a non-church-

goer, a college-bred man and a man of

large business experience, he said to

me: '*I occasionally hear preachers

give the reasons why we do not go to

church, and why we think and feel

as we do, and they do not come within

a hundred miles of the truth." And
then he added with great earnestness:

*'How can a preacher know what men
are thinking about unless he rubs up
against them, and talks with them,

and finds out just what they really do

think and feel?" There is much force
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in this criticism. Many a preacher

Hves with books rather than with men.

The pulsations of Hfe and the deep

under-currents of the business world

are all unknown to him. He too often

sits apart and theorizes about life,

instead of being an active participant

in the red-blooded experiences that go

to make up the daily living of the man
on the street.

Too many a preacher is not far

removed from the parish priest of

whom some quaint poet has written

:

A parish priest of Austerity

Climbed up in a high church steeple,

To be nearer God, so that he might hand

His word down to the people.

And now and again, when he heard the creak

Of the weather vane a-turning,

He closed his eyes and said, **0f a truth

From God I now am learning."

And in sermon script he daily wrote

What he thought was sent from heaven,

And he dropped this down on his people's

heads

Two times one day in seven.
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In his age God said, "Come down and die";

And he cried from out the steeple,

"Where art Thou, Lord?" and the Lord

replied,

"Down here, among my people."

It cannot be said with too great

emphasis that the preacher must have

a real, up-to-date message, if he is to

win the attention and interest of

Smith. The chief cause for the lack

of power in the average preacher is

his failure to impress his hearers with

the truth that he really has a message

of vital import to deliver. And this

is a fatal lack, for Smith will pass him

by with absolute indifference, unless

he feels that the preacher has really

something worth while to say, and

believes in his own heart that it is

worth while. The preacher that is

to draw Smith must somehow impress

him with the fact that he has received

the truth he preaches direct from God.

As Dr. Horton, of Oxford, says in his

"Yale Lectures," ''This is the only

justification of preaching at all. The
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man is set apart to address his fellow

men, sometimes the men who are his

equals or superiors in knowledge and

ability. Why should they listen to

him? There is no reason why they

should unless he has been in the secret

cell of the oracle and has heard God
speak. Has he not heard God's voice ?

Is he not repeating a message.'^ Then
assuredly he will fail. To be God's

mouthpiece when God is not speaking

through him, is a fraud of the palpable

kind which men will not away with."

The preacher has largely become the

moralist who counsels, and is no longer

the prophet who stands as God's

spokesman with a living message for

living men. Let some true messenger

of God stand in the pulpit and utter

God's truth to men in such fashion as

to stir their deepest yearnings and meet

their soul's needs, and it is strange

how they will go to hear him. Smith

is not found oftener in his pew because

he does not get from the pulpit what

he wants and feels that he needs. I
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remember going to listen, some years

ago, to a noted preacher in Boston.

I was greatly interested in the sermon,

which was a Hterary masterpiece and

held the unabated attention of the

congregation from start to finish. On
my way home my friend asked me
what I thought of the sermon, and I

answered: ''If I had gone to that

service with a burden of sorrow or

pain on my heart, or had been de-

pressed or disheartened, I would have

carried just as heavy a burden away
from the church as I carried into it."

And here is where the pulpit is to be

put to its supremest test. Let Smith

know that when he goes into the church

burdened, or sad or discouraged, he

will receive from the pulpit some
message from the Christian's God
that will lighten his burden, soothe his

pain, and put new hope and courage

into his fight, and he will be found in

his pew on Sunday.

Men want to hear a simple, earnest

gospel. I think we ministers make a
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serious mistake when we branch out

into the fields of science or poHtics or

economics. Smith often forgets more
than the preacher ever knew about

the things in his own field. And when
he wants the last word on these

things, he will not go to the pulpit for

it, for that is not what he goes to

church for. He will no longer Hsten

in patience to the ** pulpit droning of

old saws," nor the monotonous repe-

tition of commonplaces. But let him
know that when he goes to church he

will get something that will pay him
for going; that he will get something

from the pulpit that will interest him,

and appeal to him, and that will

hearten him for his life's work and

struggle, and he will go to hear it.

Another thing that Smith insists

upon is that the preacher shall be

absolutely sincere in his preachment;

that he not only has a message to

deliver, but that he genuinely and

firmly believes his message. And it

will not take Smith long to discover
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whether the preacher is sincere or not,

for that is a kind of deceit that cannot

be hid. Let the preacher stand up in

the pulpit and pretend to be deeply

in earnest when he is not, he will soon

be detected and despised by honest

men like Smith. Nothing disgusts

Smith more than mock gravity in the

preacher; the gravity that is assumed,

and that is put on for the occasion,

oftentimes to conceal a lack of thought

and feeling. This is the type of

preacher that Phillips Brooks com-

pared, with fine sarcasm, to the chest

of drawers which Mr. Bob Sawyer

showed to Mr. Winkle in his little

surgery: '' Dummies, my dear boy,"

said he to his impressed, astonished

visitor; "half the drawers have noth-

ing in them, and the other half

don't open."

In an editorial in the New York
Sun, a number of years ago, com-

menting on a metropolitan preacher of

note, the writer says: "The whole

trouble is that the Rev. Dr.
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cannot induce people to believe be-

cause he himself does not believe. In

place of religion he gives them only

sentimental philanthropy, far removed

from the essential thing he was com-

missioned to preach—the way to eter-

nal salvation, beside which all earthly

concerns are not worth a moment's

consideration." ''That is the man for

me," exclaimed David Hume, on hear-

ing John Brown, of Haddington; "he
means what he says; he speaks as if

Jesus Christ were at his elbow." Let

Smith feel that the preacher speaks as

if ''Jesus Christ were at his elbow,"

and he Vill be found in his pew on

Sunday to listen to him.

I have a firm conviction that the

average man wants what the gospel

has to offer, and that when it is pre-

sented to him in a fresh, up-to-date,

red-blooded way, he will go to hear

it. For Smith, notwithstanding ap-

parent facts to the contrary, is deeply

interested in religion. I do not ac-

cept the statement frequently made,
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that the average man is indifferent

to religion. I hold that men are

genuinely interested in religion when
it is presented to them in a virile,

vital way. "After all," said Justice

Holmes, of the United States Supreme
Court, "the only interesting thing is

religion." I believe there never w^as

a time when the earnest, commanding
presentation of the truth, ever had a

larger, heartier response than to-day.

"What proportion of men do you
think," asks ex-president Tucker, of

Dartmouth College, "wish to reason

God out of existence or out of his

world .f^ How many are longing to

disbelieve in immortality 2 How many
of those even who break the command-
ments, wish to abolish them.^ How
many would prefer to have Chris-

tianity proven a myth than an histor-

ical fact.^ Let us not wrong the tem-

per of our age, however much we may
share in its mental perplexities. I

am confident that nothing would re-

ceive so true a welcome from the mind
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of this age, as some great vindica-

tion of religious faith." I recall with

what zest and eagerness, a few years

since, the busiest men of New York
City, from Wall Street and lower

Broadway, thronged old Trinity

Church to listen to Phillips Brooks

deliver his earnest and eloquent noon-

day addresses on religion. And when
the pulpit preaches a gospel that is

timely and true to the facts of life,

and gives Smith what he feels that he

needs and must have to make him all

that he wants to be and all that he

might become, I have faith enough

in Smith to believe that his pew will

not be empty on Sundays.
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WHY SHOULDN'T SMITH PLAY GOLF
INSTEAD OF GOING TO CHURCH?

" The Sabbath was made for man, not man for the Sab-

bath." Mark ii: 27.

That is the clearest and most pro-

found pronouncement on the Sunday
question that was ever made. And
if we can apply the principle of this

declaration to the question in hand,

we shall go a long way toward meeting

Smith's argument in favor of Sunday

golf.

If any one has come here to-night

expecting to hear me enter upon

a tirade against Smith as a Sabbath-

breaker, he will be very much dis-

appointed. That is certainly not the

way to win Smith, and I am earnestly

anxious to win him. I am not here

to sit in judgment upon Smith, much
43
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less abuse him. I want to put my-

self in his place, as far as possible,

and see this question of Sunday from

his viewpoint.

Why shouldn't Smith play golf in-

stead of going to church? Well, why
shouldn't he? Let us get Smith's

side of it.

His reason, simply stated, is that

he needs the recreation and exercise,

the out-door life, the freedom and air,

in his strenuous life. Smith is living

a life of drive and nervous tension,

that his father knew nothing of. He
is carrying burdens, is under a pres-

sure, and up against the necessity of

''making good," that his father never

dreamed of. If he is to keep him-

self up physically to meet these de-

mands upon him, he must have more

out-of-door life; more exercise, more

oxygen, more activity. Sunday is the

only day he can get these benefits.

He is tied up tight six days under the

modern drive of business, and must

use Sunday for his day of exercise and
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out-door activity, or go without the

benefit of the out-of-door Hfe. And
he feels that it is better for himself

and his family that he use his Sundays

for clean, wholesome exercise, than

that he should go to church. Not
that he has anything especially against

the church, but simply that he feels

that he can make himself more fit

for his week's work by taking Sunday

as a day of exercise, than by going

to church.

Now note that Smith is not doing

anything in this that is intrinsically

wrong. Surely there can be nothing

more wholesome than w^hat Smith

is doing. He is very wise in consider-

ing his physical needs. It is right

and laudable that Smith should build

up his body. He cannot do the tasks

assigned him in this strenuous life

of his, unless he is physically fit.

Let him neglect his body, forego all

necessary exercise, and he breaks under

the tremendous pressure and drive

of this modern life. And I have no
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quarrel with Smith for the things

that he is doing, for, in and of them-

selves, they are clean, wholesome,

fine things. My quarrel with Smith

is for the things he is not doing. As
I said in my opening sermon, it is

right and wise that Smith should

build up his physical life; that he

should do everything possible to keep

a strong, healthy body. But when
Smith develops muscle at the expense

of soul, it is time to ask a few per-

tinent questions. I do not know where

you can find a finer place as a refuge

from care, worry and disease, than

the golf course. It is one of the most

wholesome retreats of the modern
business man from indoor habits and

often from indoor dissipations. But
when the golf course is substituted

for the church, it at once becomes a

menace to the higher interests of a

man's soul.

To hark back to the text. If there

is anything that is clear and explicit

in the teaching of Jesus with reference
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to the Sabbath, it is that he declares

the Sabbath to be, not a prohibition,

but a privilege. The Sabbath, accord-

ing to the churchmen of Christ's

day, was an end in itself, an institu-

tion sacred and holy, hedged about

by innumerable safeguards, and not

•to be violated in the smallest par-

ticulars without dire penalty. It was

here that Christ broke with the church-

men of his day on the Sunday question,

and declared that man was not made
for the Sabbath but that the Sab-

bath was made for man. That it

was not an end in itself, however

sacred and holy, but that it was made
for man for a blessed, holy privilege,

which man, by wise and earnest use,

was to make the means of a higher

and holier life. And it is the failure

to grasp this far-reaching principle of

our Lord, that the Sabbath is not a

prohibition but a privilege, that has

caused so much trouble and misunder-

standings among honest people on

this mooted question. How many
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Smiths there are who have been per-

manently turned away from the Sab-

bath as a day of rest and worship,

because of some faithful but unwise

parent, who held to the prohibitory

character of the Sabbath. Henry
Ward Beecher once said that he felt,

on Sunday, as though he were a pin-

cushion, and that every Sunday duty

was like a pin sticking into him.

How keenly we can sympathize wuth

the normal, wide-awake American boy,

who was brought up to look upon

Sunday as a day of joyless burden.

If then I have rightly interpreted

the Lord's pronouncement that the

Sabbath is not a prohibition but a

privilege, then the question for Smith

to ask himself is this, "How shall I

use this day of privilege to the best

advantage for myself, for my family,

and for society?" That is the ques-

tion that Smith has to ask and answer

about Sunday. How shall he use this

great day of privilege? Surely not by

going back to the old Puritan notion of
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a day of prohibition, in which he shall

give the whole day to public and

private exercise of worship. No, not

that surely. Nor, on the other hand,

by turning the day into one of merry-

making and junketing, a day of frolic

and games; not by converting it into

a w^eekly composite of Thanksgiving

Day and Fourth of July. This is not

to give either body or mind the best

rest; it is not to give the life any real

inspiration; and it is generally to pur-

chase a questionable pleasure by de-

priving one of needed rest and refresh-

ment. I do not presume to tell Smith

how he shall spend his Sundays, but I

will say that the day is ill spent if it

sends him back to his weekly work on

Monday morning irritated, weary, re-

luctant; and the day is well spent if

it sends him back refreshed in body,

mind, and spirit, to take up his round

of daily duties and meet the obliga-

tions of his life, with a new inspiration

of courage, hope and patience.

Now I assume that Smith is honestly
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anxious to live his life so as to reach

his best and highest development.

And the question I want to debate

with him is, can he reach the develop-

ment of his best by ignoring the Lord's

day? What is the best way for Smith

to use Sunday; to get the most out of

it? Smith says, "Of course I know
what the preacher will say; he will tell

me the only way to spend Sunday is

to spend it in church. But I don't

agree with the preacher. I think I

can get a good deal more benefit

playing golf in the open on a bright

Sunday morning, than by going to

church and listening to some of the

preaching that I have been afflicted

with in the past." Smith will not

listen very patiently to the preacher

when he tells him what he ought to do

on Sunday. Well, forget the preacher

for a moment, and listen to the scien-

tist. Smith is always ready to listen

to what Science has to say to him on any
subject. Now what does science have

to say to Smith as to how he shall use
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Sunday? I^At the World's Exposition

in Paris in 1892, a medal was awarded

for literature exhibited showing that

man needs the weekly rest day. The
medal was awarded to Dr. Haegler, of

Basle, whose conclusions were accepted

by medical science in general. He
showed as a result of careful, scientific

experiments, from examinations of the

corpuscles of the blood, that the night's

rest does not fully restore the day's

waste, but needs to be supplemented

by the weekly rqst. A man does not

take as full a breath when absorbed in

work as when at rest. Scientists esti-

mate that a man breathes from one to

two cubic inches less at each breath

when at work than when at rest.

Estimating on the basis of one and
one-half inches per breath, for eighteen

breaths per minute, there will be a loss

of 12,000 cubic inches in eight hours

of work, as compared to the same
length of rest. Meantime the w^orker

is using more oxygen than he breathes.

The debt to nature thus made in a fair
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day's work is one ounce. He takes a

full night's rest, but gets back only

five-sixths of his lost ounce. So he

"runs down" the week, a sixth of

an ounce weaker every morning, until

on Sunday morning he is six-sixths of

an ounce short—a whole day behind.

Nature is saying, "You need rest,"

just as loudly as on Saturday night,

only, as sleep is just over, it must be

the rest of changed occupation and

changed thoughts, the rest of a general

rest day. This full day's rest brings

the worker up to his normal level

again.

We are apt to think that a rest of

twelve hours, with a sleep of about

eight, fully recuperates us after a day

of hard work at physical or mental

labor or both. The microscope shows

such a view to be wrong. Even twenty-

four hours is not quite enough time.

The microscope shows that more than

thirty hours, possibly thirty-three or

thirty-six, are needed to restore a cell

to its proper size and conditions after
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severe fatigue, j In other words, man is

so made that he needs a Sabbath from

Saturday evening to Monday morning

of complete rest to be as good as new.

Without this he is never at his best,

physically, mentally, morally or spir-

itually. And the Fourth Command-
ment thus receives tremendous em-
phasis from the biological laboratory.

Large manufacturers like Corliss, Stu-

debaker, and many others, have been

asked, "Who come to your works

Monday in the best condition—the

Sunday picnickers, or those who spend

the day quietly in the church and the

home.^" And their answer is that the

Sabbath-keeping people come promptly

and in condition for the best day's

work of the week, while the Sunday
picnickers come late or take a **blue

Monday" off to rest from their Sunday
pleasures.

Smith has listened to the scientist,

let him listen to the statesman and the

historian. What have they to say to

him as to how he ought to spend his
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Sundays? De Tocqueville, one of the

most astute observers of American life

and customs, has characterized the

Sabbath as our distinctive Ameri-

can institution. Institutions make a

country what it is, and when they

become debased or overthrown, dis-

astrous results are sure to follow.

And the fact stands out through the

history of nations, writ large so that

he who runs may read, that a corrup-

tion of morals usually follows any

profanation of the Sabbath. The Sab-

bath-keeping nations are the strongest,

physically, mentally, morally, finan-

cially, politically. Let Smith ask the

historian this question: ''What would

become of America if the Christian

churches were to be abolished.^" And
his answer would be, "Immediately a

deterioration of morals would ensue.

A tremendous slump in ideals would

follow, and all over the land the closed

door of the church w^ould be offset by
a thousand open doors of nameless

degradation." Would Smith pronounce
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that a foolish and exaggerated proph-

ecy? Well, then let me give him a

striking corroboration within his own
memory. Three or four years ago

one of the leading papers in New
York City made an exhaustive exami-

nation into the political morals of a

certain New England State. It had

been alleged that politically the State

was rotten, that its votes were regu-

larly bought and sold at every election.

A detailed description of each of the

most corrupt towns in that State was

given, and this was the startling fact

brought out: *'the worst towns, where

bribery was most persistent, where

illegal liquor-selling was most ram-

pant, where immorality was most

flagrant were those towns in which

there was no resident minister and

where no Christian service was regu-

larly held. In one town known as

* darkest Exeter,' there were, twenty

years ago, six churches; four of them
are in ruins to-day, two are occa-

sionally used, but there is no resident
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minister. The result is 'darkest Exe-

ter,' a New England farming town,

once peopled by the sturdy sons of the

Pilgrim, heir to all the noble qualities

of a sturdy race." Here is evidence

only a year or two old, gathered not

from China or India or the western

frontier or the east side of New York

City, but from the very heart of New
England. And in the face of this

evidence every man who habitually

refuses to recognize and keep the holy

Sabbath, is helping along to the limit

of his personal influence, the degra-

dation of life for the entire country.

No matter how good a man he may be

in his own life, or how correct his

personal morals, his influence in re-

fusing to conserve the Sabbath is a

direct contribution to the corruption

of the nation. Smith is mostly look-

ing at this question in a personal way.

He asks himself. Will it harm me to use

Sunday as a day of amusement.^ But
Smith must go further than this: he

must ask that deeper question, How
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will my use of Sunday affect others?

No man has a right to do anything

which, if all followed his example,

would do more harm than good.

Now, Smith has listened to the

scientist, the historian and the states-

man, perhaps he will be willing to

listen, for a moment, to the preacher.

And what has the preacher to say to

Smith on this question as to how he

shall use Sunday? Just this, the fa-

miliar, trite, commonplace statement,

that Smith has a soul as well as a body,

and that unless he nurtures it, it will

shrivel and die. It is just as necessary

to cultivate the soul as it is to culti-

vate the mind or the body. Like

the faculty of reason or judgment,

the religious sense becomes strong

through culture and exercise, or weak
through neglect or want of nourish-

ment.

*'If I neglect my practice for a day,

I see the difference in my execution;

if for two days, my freinds see it; and

if for a week, all the world knows
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my failure." So wrote Malibran, the

great Spanish singer.

Charles Darwin tells us how in

youth he was exceedingly fond of

poetry and music. But for twenty

years he gave every possible moment
of his time and every particle of his

strength to the study of roots and

seeds and flow^ers, of eggs and birds

and beasts. And at the age of fifty,

Darwin discovered that his love of

music and poetry had faded away
through disuse. In the latter days

of his life, when he needed the relaxa-

tion of song ai^drama, he wrote very

pathetically: /''If I had to live my
life again I would have made a rule to

read some poetry and to listen to some

music at least once every week; for

perhaps the parts of my brain now
atrophied would thus have been kept

active through use."J And with sin-

cere sorrow does the great scientist

refer to the decline of his spiritual

faculty. /''It may be truly said," he

writes, "t£at I am like a man who has
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become color-blind. Disbelief crept

over me at a very slow rate, but it was
at last complete." ; Pathetic in the

extreme, is this sad confession of the

damage that this great man did his own
soul, by neglecting its rightful claims.

We are fast forgetting that Sunday
is the great brooding day of the soul.

And the problem of our day is the

problem of the revival of the spiritual

faculty in order to bring life to its

best and highest development. Mrs.

Wharton tells somewhere of a hus-

band who listened at every door in

his wife's life, and never heard a sound

within. I have imagined God listening

at every door of Smith's soul, and not

catching a single sound of holy aspira-

tion. When a gentleman was inspect-

ing a house in Newcastle, with a view

to renting it, the landlord took him
to an upper window, and said: "You
can see Durham Cathedral from this

window on Sunday." *'Why on Sun-

day above any other day?" inquired

the man. *' Because on that day there
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is no smoke from those tall chimneys,"

was the answer. Every man who is

to live his life to his best and highest,

needs a vision. No man is fit to live

who does not catch a vision of the

thing he is meant to be, and of the

God who made him.

A clergyman once called upon a

cobbler, and as he entered the little

cramped room and looked about at the

limited quarters, he asked, "Don't

you feel imprisoned in this little place ?
"

"Oh, no," he answered, "I just open

the door," which opened toward the

sea. "When I open that door and

look out over that great sea, I can come

back to my boots," he said, as he

busied himself with his work. The
peril that Smith is in danger of in

using his Sundays on the golf course,

is that he shall have no spiritual out-

look, no open door that looks toward

the sea.

Professor Peabody, of Harvard,

sounds a note of needed warning when

he says:
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"The real peril of the age is the possibility

that among the engrossing interests of modern
life there shall be no outlook at all; no open

window of the mind, no holy city of the soul,

the shutters of life closed, the little things

crowding out the great ones, and the soul all

unaware of the sunshine and landscape which

lie at its very door. That is the materialism

from which any life might pray to be set free,

the practical materialism which curses Ameri-

can life—the shut-in, self-absorbed, unspir-

itualized, unhallowed life, the life without

ideals, the windows toward Jerusalem closed

and barred, and the man within so busy that

he has no time to look out to any distant

tower of a sanctifying thought.'*

May God save Smith from such a

fate as this!



SMITH IN GOD'S OUT-OF-DOORS

*'Noi forsaking the assembling of ourselves together, as

the manner of some is" Heb. x : 25.

We are so accustomed to think of

non-church-going as a modern com-

plaint that we are surprised to learn

that even the early Christian church

suffered from a like trouble. Who-
ever the author of this epistle may
have been, he felt it necessary, writing

probably within the first Christian

century, to urge his Christian readers

not to forget to go to church. After

all, human nature is pretty nearly the

same all along the line.

After listening to the preceding

sermon, "Why Shouldn't Smith Play

Golf Instead of Going to Church?" a

man wrote me as follows: ** Isn't a

man justified in spending the Sabbath

in the open if he can do so with a
62
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clear conscience, and truly worship at

the same time? The pressure of mod-
ern-day times, which we cannot alter,

establishes a physical reason for his

seeking the out-of-doors. His week is

filled with hurry and bustle, and strain

and worry. He is in-doors, out of

God's sunshine, feeling his muscles be-

coming stiff and tired, and feeling the

spirit of youth and happiness slipping

away from him. He longs for his

Sundays when he can go out-of-doors,

be thankful for life, love all God's

beauty, and fill his lungs with God's

ow^n breath. Our times have changed,

why shouldn't our form of religion

change too.^ I do not mean this for

all, but just for Smith. Why is he not

justified in his choice?"

That is a frank and honest inquiry,

and I am going to try to answer it as

fairly and frankly as I know how. ''Is

it not possible to worship God in His out-

of-doors, as well as in church?" Smith

asks. My answer is, "Yes, surely pos-

sible, but not probable." It is possible
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for a man to become a thoroughly edu-

cated man without ever having en-

tered a school or a college. But it has

rarely happened. Abraham Lincoln is

a case in point. He went to school

"by littles," as he says. "I never

w^ent to school more than six months

in my life/' he tells us. A school-

house was of comparatively little im-

portance in Lincoln's education. ''I

can remember," he says, "going to

my little bed-room, after hearing the

neighbors talk of an evening with my
father, and spending no small part of

the night walking up and down and

trying to make out what was the

exact meaning of some of their say-

ings. I could not sleep, although I

tried to, when I got on such a hunt

for an idea, until I had caught it;

and w^hen I thought I had got it, I was

not satisfied until I had repeated it

over and over; until I had put it in

language plain enough, as I thought,

for any boy I knew to comprehend.

This was a kind of passion with me.
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and it has stuck by me; for I am
never easy now, when I am han-

dhng a thought, till I have bounded it

north and bounded it south, and

bounded it east and bounded it west."

His stock of books was small, but he

knew them thoroughly. He once told

a friend that he "read every book he

had ever heard of in that country, for

a circuit of fifty miles." He would

write on a board, or use the wooden

fire-shovel, ciphering with a charred

stick. His biographer tells us that

he read and worked as long as it was

light, and then stuck his book in a

crack of the logs to have it handy by

when he woke with the dawn. That

when plowing, while resting his horse

at the end of the long furrow, he

would be perched on stump or fence

with a book. And so Lincoln became

a thoroughly educated man, and the

greatest master of pure English that

America has ever produced. He
stands out as a rare and shining ex-

ample of the self-educated man. But
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I presume that no one would be foolish

enough to claim that because Lincoln

had only six months of schooling in

his life, any man may become thor-

oughly educated without ever going

near a school-house or a college. Lin-

coln demonstrates clearly that it is

possible, but history shows as clearly

that it is a very rare thing.

So I would answer Smith when he

asks, "Isn't it possible for me to

worship God in His out-of-doors just

as truly as in church?" '*Why, yes,

possible surely, but not probable.'' And
experience and observation show that

it rarely happens.

I would call Smith's earnest atten-

tion to the significance and value of

the gathering together of congenial

spirits for mutual interests and for a

common purpose, in the house of

God. The psychology of the crowd

is a most interesting and fascinating

study. Crowds have played one of

the most important and vital parts

in the history of nations. Gustave
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Le Bon, in that remarkable book,

''The Crowd," declares, *' While all

our ancient beliefs are tottering and

disappearing, while the old pillars of

society are giving way one by one, the

power of the crowd is the only force

that nothing menaces, and of which

the prestige is continually on the

increase." And he goes on to say

that "it is by association that crowds

have come to procure ideas with

respect to their interests and have

arrived at a consciousness of their

strength."

Why do political leaders make so

great and frequent use of the mass

meeting ? Because they understand full

w^ell, the value of the crowd: the force

that comes from hundreds or thousands

of people, impelled by a common pur-

pose, and sharing mutual feelings and

ideas, coming together under a common
impulse. Smith, no doubt, has more

than once been swept away by the con-

tagious enthusiasm of the crowd, and

thrown his hat in the air at a foot-ball
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game, or jumped upon a chair in a

political mass meeting. There is a

subtle and indescribable atmosphere

about a crowd, that every thoughtful

person recognizes and feels. Every-

body knows how the gathering of

people together for some common pur-

pose is often the necessary essential

for moving them to action. That is

why it is so much easier to arouse men
and enlist their interest and support by
gathering them together in numbers and

stirring their common emotions, than

by taking them separately and apart

and trying to win them one by one.

This is one of the strongest reasons

why Smith, if he really desires to

worship God, should go to church to

do so. The subtle atmosphere of a

company of united worshippers, all

seeking the same end and sharing a

common service, makes itself felt and

unconsciously helps to bring Smith

into a spirit of real worship. Mr.
Beecher in his "Norwood," has, a re-

markably fine and human touch in de-
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scribing the close of a Sunday morn-

ing's service in the village church.

The village horse jockey and doctor

have just driven up, and are waiting

for the congregation to come out.

While the jockey is pointing out to the

doctor the comparative merits of the

^neighbor's teams standing in the horse-

shed, the congregation begins to sing

the closing hymn. "There, doctor,

there's the last hymn!" It rises upon
the air, softened by distance and the

inclosure of the building, rises and falls

in regular movement. Even Hiram's

tongue ceases. The vireo, in the top

of the elm, hushes its shrill snatches.

Again the hymn rises, and this time

fuller and louder, as if the whole

congregation has caught the spirit.

Men's and women's voices, and little

children's are in it. Hiram says,

without any of his usual pertness,

"Doctor, there's somethin' in folks,

singin' when you are outside the

church that makes you feel as though

you ought to be inside."
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I know nowhere in literature, a

finer touch, or truer, of the atmos-

pheric influence of the church service.

One has explained the philosophy

of friendship as the basis of a common
experience. "To have had common
school traditions, to have carved ini-

tials in the same old tree, or to have

swum in the same old swimming pool,

to have shared a common task, to

have suffered a common grief or known
a like joy, these are the things upon

which, as the solid rock, are builded

the foundations of real and lasting

friendship." The two things in life,

priceless above rubies, are faith and

love; and these are most surely nur-

tured by a common worship in the

church of God. David, in that won-

derful poem of his, the De Profundis

of the soul, "Why art thou cast down,

O my soul.^" points out the way back

again to the light, by recalling the

hours when, with the multitude, and

with "the voice of joy and praise,"

he kept holy day in the house of the
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Lord. There is something in the sa-

cred fellowship of kindred souls, in

the dear associations of the church

of God, where, in times of joy and

sorrow, we have been comforted, up-

builded, enheartened, made brave to

face an uncertain to-morrow, by the

singing together of some familiar hymn,

or the mellowing influence of some

earnest prayer, or the tender message

of some man of God, that has made
the church of the living God one of

the dearest places in our life. It was

under the influence of something like

this that George Romanes, that bril-

hant scientist, who, through the years

of his middle manhood wandered from

the faith of his fathers, but came back

at last to the church of his childhood,

was led to exclaim: '* After all, it is

the Christians that have the pull."

One of the deepest and most univer-

sal facts of human life is man's "per-

petual need of intercourse and fellow-

ship." Man is so made that he craves

communion. But how can men have
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communion save through some medium
of fellowship? There must be some

common interest, or common purpose,

or common ideal, to hold men together.

This explains why men are gathered

together in various groups and com-

panies. A oneness of purpose, or a

sympathy and co-operation in a com-

mon cause, gathers them into great

or small communions. The *' com-

munion of the saints," has ever been

the strongest instance of the helpful-

ness and power of a united body.

I believe in finding God in nature

and worshipping Him in His w^onder-

ful world. Many and many a time

have I had my heart strangely moved,

as I have gazed, enrapped, upon

some noble mountain range, or stood

by the lip of the sea, or watched,

spell-bound, the prismatic glory of a

sunset, or been hushed into reverent

silence by the ravishing beauty of

the starry heavens. I understand

what the poet meant when he w^rote,
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"I have felt

A presence that disturbs me with the joy

Of elevated thoughts: a sense sublime

Of something far more deeply interfused,

Whose dwelling is the light of setting

suns.

And the round ocean, and the living air,

And in the blue sky, and in the mind of

man."

And at such times I have truly and

reverently worshipped the God of the

anemone and the songsparrow, the run-

ning brook and the over-arching sky.

But mostly, I have done my worship-

ping in the church of God, and I im-

agine that Smith does not differ from

me in this particular. He and I give

glad assent to those fine words of

Mrs. Browning's:

"Earth's crammed with heaven.

And every common bush

Afire with God;

But only he who sees

Takes off his shoes.'*

I wonder how often Smith "takes

off his shoes," when spending his Sun-

days in God's out-of-doors.^ Wonder-
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ful and beautiful and worship-provok-

ing as God's out-of-doors is, it cannot

take the place of the house where His

honor dwelleth. '* There are few men,"

said the president of one of our leading

educational institutions not long since,

'* whose spiritual senses will not be

quickened, whose aspirations wdll not

be elevated, whose religious ideals will

not be ennobled, by the fellowship with

his brethren which the Christian church

offers." And I wonder if Smith ever

fully realizes that by neglecting the

church and the worship of God, he is

losing, forever, something of priceless

value from his life?



VI

SMITH JR.

** Amon walked in all the way that his father walked in,

and served the idols that his father served" II Kings

xxi : 21.

That is practically all we know
about this man Amon, who was the

son of Manasseh, King of Judah.

He sat only two years on the throne

of Judah, and was assassinated by
court conspirators in his palace. The
only value to us, in the brief mention

of this king, is the fact that he took

his cue from his father, and did as his

father had done before him. This fact

modernizes him, and points the moral.

It is the fact that mostly our children

do as we parents do, that makes
parenthood so big with responsibility.

In a letter sent me the other day, a

man asks, '*What objection have you to

Smith's sending his children to church
75
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when he does not attend himself?"

I have this objection: that that is

not the way for Smith to get his chil-

dren to go to church. If Smith wants

his children to attend church—and

he generally does—the most effective

way to get them there is to go himself.

And this brings up one of the most

vital points in our whole discussion,

namely, the influence of Smith in the

matter of church attendance upon
Smith Jr. I think that Smith himself

feels this aspect of the case even more

strongly than he is always willing to

admit. "One thing I would like you

to know about your sermon" ("Why
Smith Does Not Go To Church"),

wrote a man to me last week, "it

gave me a very vivid view of my
duties as a father. It showed me
that I must be the best man I can be

for the sake of the future genera-

tions." Said a man to me some time

ago, whose wife and children attend

church, "I am beginning to think

more about church in these days than
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I have for some time. My boy is

^ growing up and he is beginning to

ask questions. He wants to know
why father doesn't go to church with

mother.^ I feel that it is time for me
to do something." This shows how
deeply Smith feels concerning the in-

fluence he exerts over his children.

To-night I am to speak a plain word

to Smith about, the effect of his influ-

ence in the matter of church attend-

ance upon Smith Jr.

At times I look forward to the church

of the future with gravest apprehen-

sions. The boys and girls of to-day

are to make up the church of to-

morrow. I note with sadness the

falling away from church attendance

of the young people, our boys and

girls. And I ask myself the ques-

tion, " What is to become of the church

of the future if the boys and girls of

to-day, upon whom the church must

draw for its adherents and support,

do not grow up in the church to take

the places of those who are doing its
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work and bearing its burdens?" Un-
less we can hold our boys and girls

in loyalty to the church, the begin-

ning of the end is already in sight.

It is this aspect of the question that

lays a heavy obligation upon the

parent, and that Smith may not lightly

throw off. A few years ago the whole

Christian community was shocked by
the bare and bold utterance of a speaker

at a liquor dealer's convention, urging

saloon keepers to make good the

annual mortality of drinking men by
luring new levies of boys to the bar.

Almost inconceivably base as the mo-
tive was, the theory and advice of

the speaker were sound. If the saloon

of to-morrow is to live and thrive, it

must lay hold of the boys of to-day

to fill the places of the poor derelicts

of humanity that lie shipwrecked and

ruined along the shore. Shall not the

church of Christ be as wise and as

far-seeing as the saloon? The church

must win the boys, and it is not win-

ning them. They are not at its preach-
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ing services; the vacant seats on the

"boy's side" of the Sunday-school

room are the despair of the super-

intendent. If we are to save the men
we must begin by saving the boys,

and Smith has a part in this great

task, whether he thinks he has or not.

It is a very difficult problem as to

just how far a parent ought to coerce

his children in the matter of church-

going. Doubtless, we can all call to

mind instances where great and irrep-

arable harrn has been done in aliena-

ting the boy or the girl from church

—

especially the boy—and turning them
against religion, by an unwise insist-

ence in the matter of church attend-

ance. This is a question that has per-

plexed many an anxious and devout

parent, and filled his soul with biting

anxiety.

The solution of the problem, as far

as there can be any solution, lies, I

believe, mostly in the matter of per-

sonal influence. The maxim, ''Do as

I say, and not as I do," may be a
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clever ruse on the part of Smith to re-

lieve him from an unpleasant dilemma,

but it will not ''go" with his boy.

While the boy will give serious heed

to what Smith says, because he must,

he is far more powerfully influenced

by what Smith does. And though

Smith Jr. may never have read Emer-

son, he is actuated to the letter by

that philosopher's dictum: ^'What

you are, speaks so loud that I cannot

hear what you say." And just the

moment Smith begins to talk about

his boy and the church, the question

of parental influence bulks bigger than

anything else. The simple truth is

that the reason why our boys and girls

do not go to church, is because their

parents do not go. I was talking the

other day with a New York business

man who had moved to the suburbs,

and fallen gradually into the suburban

habit of staying away from church.

And he confessed to me that his con-

science troubled him when he thought

of his boy. He said, "I find my
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boy is anxious to stay home from

church with his father." And leaving

the matter of church-going, as Smith

is in the habit of doing, for his boy to

settle for himself, may sound all right

in theory but breaks down badly in

practice. It reminds me of the inci-

dent reported about Coleridge and an

English statesman who were discus-

sing the question of how far a parent

ought to interfere with his child's

religion. The statesman was argu-

ing that the only wise and right thing

to do was to wait till your boy was

old enough and then let him decide

for himself. Leading his friend into

the garden, Coleridge said to him,

"'I have decided not to put out any

vegetables this spring, but to wait

until August and let the garden decide

for itself whether it prefers weeds or

strawberries."

Smith cannot be indifferent to the

church and expect Smith Jr. to be in-

terested. The boy is an imitator; his

life is largely made up of imitating.
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He imitates the things he sees his

parents do, and he voices the things he

hears his parents say. More than that,

the boy is a hero-worshipper, and if his

father is worthy of it—and Smith usu-

ally is—he idealizes and idolizes him;

makes him his hero. Whatever father

does is right in his eyes, and he is

ready to take up wager of battle the

instant any one challenges the per-

fection of his hero. As a boy proudly

said of his father, "If my father says

it's so, it's so even if it isn't so." The
normal boy looks upon his father

—

provided always that his father is

worthy of his boy's confidence—as

the best and greatest man living.

He believes so tremendously in him
that no one can convince him that

his father ever does anything wrong.

Whatever his father does is right and

worthy of imitation. And it is right

here that Smith is doing the greatest

damage, next to the damage he is

doing himself, by ignoring the church

and the claims of religion. He is, all
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unwittingly no doubt, leading Smith

Jr. to ignore the church and become
indifferent to the claims of religion.

In Sparta when a boy committed a

crime, his father was punished. It is

time for Smith to pause here, and

ask himself one or two serious ques-

tions. And one of the questions he

needs to ask is, "How far am I re-

sponsible for the kind of man Smith

Jr. is going to be.^"

And I want to remind Smith that

the greatest chance he will ever have

with his boy is just at this time when
his boy is setting him up as his model

and hero. For it is at this time that

Smith Jr. is passing through the critical

and strategic period of his life. It is

the time when he is most susceptible

to influence, and when the example

and precept of his father count most
with him. Experts on boy life all

agree that adolescence is the critical

period of life, the strategic point in

the career of a soul. "It is the time of

change. By fifteen the brain stops
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growing, the large arteries increase

one-third, the temperature rises one

degree, the voice deepens, the stature

grows by bounds, and the body needs

more sleep and food than ever before."

And side by side with this change in

the body there is taking place as

marked a change in the boy's mind and

soul. It is the time when a "change

comes o'er the spirit of his dream,"

and he is gradually possessed with the

feeling that ''there is something about

himself that needs to be settled." It

is the emotional and enthusiastic age,

and the boy begins to day-dream and

make large plans. It is the time when
he begins to create his ideals and

follow them. If his "ideal of man-

hood is Fitzsimmons, he immediately

sets about punching some other boy's

head. If he thinks the life of an

Indian the ideal, he straightway takes

to the woods or whoops it up in the

alley."

Happy the father who, in this critical

and strategic period, becomes his boy's
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best friend and hero. The influence

he can wield over him is well-nigh in-

calculable. He may mold him at his

will. One part, and perhaps the big-

gest part, of the price that the average

business man of this modern day has

to pay in order to keep up with the

pace of the times, is that he does not

become very well acquainted with his

boy. He is so busy trying to make
money to give him a fair start in life

that he does not have the chance to

know much about him. He does not

know who his companions are, how he

spends his time, what his aims or ideals

are, or what principles he is absorbing

during these critical years. Most im-

portant of all, very often the father

does not have his boy's confidence.

What a great chance a father throws

aw^ay here! How, by keeping close to

his boy and entering into his life, he

can do almost anything with him and
mold him as the potter molds the clay.

It is a great thing when the boy prefers

the company of his father to that of
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any other. It is well worth all it costs

for a father to get close to his boy, and

become his best friend and most cher-

ished companion. Then he can "talk

religion" to him and the boy will

eagerly listen. I imagine many a

father would be simply amazed at

the zest and appetite of his boy for

such matters and at the power of his

influence over him.

And what I think Smith needs to

feel is that there is resting upon him
a binding obligation to give personal

attention to the moral and religious

training of his boy. Smith is often

inclined to shirk this duty. He tries

to persuade himself, and no doubt

honestly believes, that the mother can

do this work a great deal better than

the father. But there is something

in the masculinity of the father that

appeals more strongly to the average

boy than does the tenderness and

sympathy of the mother. In that

beautiful story in the Gospels, where

children are brought to Jesus, we have
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been wont to think that the mothers

brought them. But Bible students tell

us that the customs of the time and

the habits of the people, as well as the

pronoun used in the account, prove

that it was the fathers and not the

mothers that brought them. And not-

withstanding the fact that his mother

is quite likely to be more religiously

inclined than his father, still Smith Jr.

is far more influenced, in the matter of

church-going, by his father than by his

mother.

The Sunday question is a very com-

plex one, and I am frank to say that I

am by no means clear just where the

line ought to be drawn in the matter

of Sunday diversion. I am not pre-

pared to say that the father who takes

his children out in his automobile on a

Sunday is doing wrong, or that under

certain circumstances it may not be

justifiable and right. But I never see

it done that I do not think of the risk

that the father takes of letting down
the sanctity of the Sabbath in his
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children's eyes. But of this 1 am posi-

tive: anything that we parents do to

lower the sanctity of God's day in the

thought of our children, to ignore our

churchly duties and moral obligations,

is to do irreparable damage to our

children.

So I would say to Smith, that if he

wants Smith Jr. to go to church—and

he does—he must see to it that he goes

himself. It is not enough to send

Smith Jr. to church, you must bring

him.

I was talking several years ago

with a gardener who was working for

a farmer in the mountains, raising

produce for the summer hotels. The
farmer made a failure of the venture,

and in speaking to the gardener about

it he said to me: "He wasn't the right

kind of man to succeed; he kept telling

us to go here and to go there. The
man to succeed mustn't say *Go,' he

must say 'Come'." There is a deep

philosophy in that countryman's criti-

cism and we may well apply it to our-
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selves in the matter of the church. If

Smith wants Smith Jr. to go to church

on Sundays, he must not say to him
"Go," while he lingers over the Sun-

day newspaper or goes to the golf club.

But he must say to his boy "Come,"
and by his example more than by his

precept, insure his boy's interest in the

church of God.

The family pew, with the father at

the head of it, will have an influence

upon the spiritual life of childhood that

will be permanent and far-reaching.

And I believe that Smith would be a

better father, if he would occupy

the family pew oftener. Smith, bring

Smith Jr. with you to the church on

Sundays; train him up in the habit

of church-going by loving persuasion

and godly example, and Smith Jr. will

be safe, and so will the church.



VII

IS SMITH WRONG OR THE CHURCH?
" There is a way which seemeth right unto a man, hut

the end thereof are the ways of death.'" Prov. xiv : 12.

The figure is that of a journey in

which the traveller imagines that he

is pursuing a path that will lead him
to his desired goal of success and

happiness, but discovers some day,

that it leads to ruin. It is one of the

easiest things in life to mistake a false

path for a true one; and very often

a man thoughtlessly and carelessly

pushes along a way that will lead to

his undoing some day. It is a mis-

take we often make, to think that if

there is nothing that appears to us to

be positively wicked or sinful, that it

cannot be very far astray from the

path of rectitude and right. It is

not necessary to live an openly flagrant

and wicked life to destroy one's soul.

90
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That which is wrong will destroy the

soul whether it is wrought out with

gentility and refinement or flaunted

openly and offensively. ^*In tropical

forests trees grow whose branches are

infested with parasitic growths, some
of which blossom into gorgeous flow-

ers, while others develop loathsome

fungi and cankers
;
yet, flowers or cank-

ers, both live upon the vitality of the

tree and equally destroy it." Now
from this it can be deduced that it is

possible for a man to be wrong and
not realize it: to be following a fa-

tally unwise course and think that

he is on the highway to success and
happiness.

Now who is wrong, Smith or the

church.^ If you were to ask Smith, he

would probably answer, "the church."

He has frankly admitted that he is

indifferent to the church, and that he

can get along just as well without it.

He tells you frankly and without

reserve, just why he does not care for

the church, nor feel any special obliga-
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tion resting upon him to attend it

and co-operate with it. He points out

its hmitations and short-comings. He
says it is not efficient, that it is not

"making good"; he complains that

the preacher does not know men, is

not in touch with the really vital things

in life, that his preaching is academic

and does not grip men and lay hold

of them as live preaching ought to.

He says he cannot trace the moral

reforms in business and politics and

in the life of the world in general, to

the work and influence of the church.

If you were to sit down and argue with

him. Smith could draw up a long list

of items in his indictment against the

church. And without doubt he could

make out a strong case.

Now I would not be so foolish as to

say that Smith's criticisms, some of

them at least, perhaps many of them,

are not well taken. It will never do

the church any good to make preten-

sions in its name that cannot be main-

tained. He is not the best or wisest
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defender of the church who hotly

resents all and every criticism urged

against it, and tries to make out for

it a perfectly clean bill of health.

Every one who has the best interests

of the church most deeply at heart

must admit that the church has its

faults, and frankly recognize its limi-

tations and shortcomings. Surely I

would not throw down wager of battle

with Smith at this point. Let me
only remind him of what I said earlier

in this discussion, that the church is

a human organization, and like every

other human organization is subject

to the weaknesses and faults of frail

human nature.

Frankly admitting, then, the faults

and shortcomings of the church, I

want to ask Smith a plain question

or two. We have been discussing the

church, let us look at Smith for a while.

I would like to put Smith on the witness

stand for a moment, if he does not

object, and cross-examine him. Not
in any holier-than-thou spirit, for I
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am very sure that the defender of the

church will make no headway with

Smith in any such spirit, but simply

to ask him a frank question or two in

the interests of the merits of our dis-

cussion. Will Mr. Smith please take

the chair .^ *'Now, Mr. Smith, sup-

pose that everything that you have

claimed against the church is true;

concede that the case may be even

stronger than you have stated it; are

you blameless.^ Have you no obliga-

tions in the matter of the church, that

are binding? You have said, Mr.

Smith, that you were prefectly indif-

ferent on the question of the church;

that you had nothing especially against

the church, but that you did not feel

the need of it. You have been very

frank, and have unliesitatingly ad-

mitted that you did not take much time

to think about the church, or about

religion, or about your own soul.

Now let me ask you, Mr. Smith, i^

that the fault of the church or are you

yourself to blame for this? Have you
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ever honestly tried to use the church

for your own highest and hohest de-

velopment 2 Have you ever given the

church a fair chance at you to make
itself a potent force in your life?

How about it, Mr. Smith?"

And right here I want to drive

home upon Smith what I believe is

the really vital issue at stake in this

whole discussion. Has Smith ever re-

ally tried to cultivate an interest in

religion ?

I have a friend, a member of a large

and successful business house in New
York City, and a Scotchman by birth,

who told me the following incident of

his boyhood days in Scotland. When
about fourteen years of age, the age at

which boys feel that they are getting

too big for Sunday-school, he began to

associate with two or three somewhat
ungodly boys, who laughed at him for

going to Sunday-school. One Sun-

day morning he came down late to

breakfast and seemed to be making
no preparations for Sunday-school, and
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in answer to his mother's question as to

why he was not getting ready, replied

that he was not going to Sunday-

school any more. ''You are not going

any more?" answered his mother.

"How's that.^" "What's the use?"

he replied in a somewhat braggadocio

tone. "You get no good at Sunday-

school." His mother, who was a fair

t}q)e of the sturdy, shrewd Scotch race,

noticing at once the new spirit in the

words of her boy, and eying him
closely, said to him: "You get no good

at Sunday-school, eh ? Well, you go get

your bonnet and go to Sunday-school,

and if you get no good there, you put

yourself in the way of it." And my
friend confessed to me that many a

time since, the words of his wise old

mother had come back to him and

been a real help to him through life.

I would like to ask Smith if he has

ever really "put himself in the way"
of the good that the church could do

him? Has he not been content to live

a life of earthly good cheer, minister-
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ing to his own selfish whims and de-

sires, making it his plan to get all he

can out of the world without any

serious thought as to what he is put-

ting into the world? And then does

he venture, as an excuse for his neg-

lect of the higher values of life, and his

neglect of the means which the church

of the living God offers him, to point

out the faults and shortcomings of the

church as the reason for his indiffer-

ence and neglect? And are the ex-

cuses that Smith uses altogether valid?

Do they really bear on the case at all?

Do they touch the really vital things

in his deepest life? Do they satisfy

Smith himself in those moments, when
an awakened conscience sets him over

against the deepest facts in life, and
drives "the sharp edge of the interro-

gation point" deep into the fiber of

his very soul? When Smith answers

some of these questions, his attitude

toward the church is quite likely to be

modified.

I would like to ask Smith, frankly.
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if criticizing the church has not been

about all that he has done on the

question of the church. Am I unfair

to Smith when I ask him if not in-

frequently his criticism of the church

has been merely a shield behind which

he has sought to hide a troublesome

conscience? There can be no doubt

that the church needs criticizing at

points, and that it could profit by plain,

wholesome criticism. But is Smith's

criticism of the church actuated by
a spirit of real helpfulness, or does

he criticize often because the church

makes him feel uncomfortable, and he

can relieve his discomfort in this way?
The story is told of an interview that

Mr. Lincoln had with some gentlemen

who were criticizing his administration

of the government during the dark

days of the Civil War. He is reported

to have said, after listening to the

criticisms of his critics:

*' Suppose all the property you were worth

was in gold, and you had put it in the hands of

Blondin to carry across the Niagara Falls on
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a tight-rope. Would you shake the rope

while he was passing over it, or keep shouting

to him, *Blondin, stoop a little more,' *Go a

little faster' ? No, I am sure you would not.

You would hold your breath as well as your

tongue, and keep your hands off until he was

safely over. Now, the government is in the

same situation, and is carrying across a stormy

ocean an immense weight, untold treasures

are in its hands. It is doing the best it can;

don't badger it; keep silence and it will get

you safely over."

And in a like spirit I would say to

Smith, the church is confronting prob-

lems to-day that almost stagger its

faith and make its heart grow faint. It

is face to face with tasks that call for

the highest wisdom, the bravest cour-

age, and the stoutest hearts. It is

carrying across stormy and troublous

times values of immense worth to the

world. Do not badger it; do not

heckle it; do not tear down! En-

courage it, help it, cheer it, lend a

hand! It needs the sympathy and

help of every earnest, honest man.

It stands for too much in the life of

28285
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men, and has too vital interests com-

mitted to its charge, for any man who

desires to see the world made better,

and the great problems of our modern

day worked out at the top, to lay upon

it careless, thoughtless or irreverent

hands! The church needs you. Smith,

almost as much as you need the church.

And when you hold aloof from it, when

you deprive it of your influence, your

help and your sympathetic co-opera-

tion, you wrong it deeply and vitally.

But that is not the whole story, nor

the biggest part of the story. By ig-

noring the church Smith wTongs him-

self more deeply and more vitally than

he can possibly wrong the church.

Has Smith ever stopped, in his easy,

indifferent life of pursuing pleasure on

the Lord's day, to consider what harm
he is doing himself by ignoring the

claims of religion upon him, and by
holding himself aloof from the house

of the Lord.^ I said, earlier in our

discussion, that I assumed that Smith

desired to reach his best and highest
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development. But has Smith ever

really tried?

Very much of the power and influ-

ence of Smith's life is dissipated and

wasted. He has within him powers

that he has never used. Never yet

has he walked the high places of his

life. Never yet has he approached the

summit of his being. Never yet has

he caught the full vision of what he

might become.

"All I could never be,

All men ignored in me,

That was I worth to God."

Smith has never yet caught the full

vision of what life means for him. He
has never looked aloft to the heights

of which his life is possible. A travel-

ler, visiting the French city of Lyons,

was told that from the height of Four-

vieres, he could see the Alps. Climb-

ing the height toward the close of the

day, he looked vainly into the mists

that were gathering over the broad

plain beyond. ''Look higher!" they
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called to him. And looking up into

the clear blue there, full seventy miles

away, lighted up by the rays of the set-

ting sun, he beheld the glorious domes

of the snow-crowned Alps. Smith can

never reach unto the full measure of

his powers, can never approach what

God meant him to be, until, looking

toward the heights, he catches the

vision divine. It is not what man is

that exalts him, but what he might

become. And though in striving for

the summit he fall short of the heights,

this is his consolation, this his in-

spiration :

"What I aspired to be,

And was not, comforts me."

It is said that Ole Bull, the famous

violinist, was seen one day standing

far out on a point of rocks that jutted

out into the open sea, drawing the bow
across the strings of his violin. And
being asked, on his return, what he

w^as doing, answered, that he w^as

listening to the great undertone of the
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sea, and trying to reproduce it on his

violin. So every man, if he is to strike

high music from his Hfe, must stand on

"some promontory of dedication," and

Hsten with all his soul, for the great

divine undertone, and then, catching it,

try and reproduce it in his life. Only
thus can he live "" open-doored to God,"

and walk the heights.

And this is why I think that Smith is

wrong, when he is indifferent to, and

ignores, the church of the living God.
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WHAT SHALL THE CHURCH DO
ABOUT SMITH?

"Ourselves your servants for Jesus' sake." H Cor.

iv :5.

We come now to the close of our

discussion on Smith and the church,

and in this final sermon we touch the

most vital part of our discussion.

I shall try to answer the far-reaching

and vital question, "What shall the

Church do about Smith .'^" I cannot

hope to so answer this vastly im-

portant question that it will satisfy

you, or fully meet the requirements

of the case. It is very easy and

simple to criticize and point out de-

fects, but a far different matter to

suggest remedies. I surely have no

final word on this earnest question

that the church has been so anxiously

debating for the past decade or two.

104
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I desire to record some personal ob-

servations and convictions that seem

to me to lie along the path that the

church must take if it is ever to win

Smith.

Let me begin by making two gen-

eral remarks.

First, the church must recognize

the fact that it is confronting entirely

changed conditions and new problems,

and that it must adapt itself to the

changed conditions, if it expects to

hold its influence and power in our

modern day. There is "a new face at

the door of our modern life, a new
situation which has stolen upon us

with the swiftness of a thief in the

night." It is simply folly for the

church to sit down and bewail what

we are wont to call the good old days

when all classes flocked to the church

on the Lord's day. It is ours to

recognize the changed conditions, to

meet them fairly and to master them.

It is not within my purpose now to

discuss the question of these changed
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conditions, but I desire simply in

passing, to register my conviction,

that though the Church of Christ is

confronted to-day with the deepest

problems and the mightiest tasks that

it has ever faced, it is fronting the

greatest opportunity and the most

inspiring future that it has ever known.

And if it is steadfastly true to the

spirit of its great Master, the church

of to-morrow will be the mightiest

force for world-wide righteousness that

the world has ever witnessed. The
very immensity of the task is the

church's challenge and inspiration.

The church of ^he living God has ever

felt the thrill of the challenge of the

impossible.

The second general statement I

want to make, is that we must not

allow ourselves to be misled by opti-

mistic statistics that seem to show
that church attendance is as common
and numerous as ever. We will gain

nothing by deceiving ourselves in this

particular. Now and then we hear it
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asserted that the church is not losing

its hold upon the people; that there is

as much interest in the church to-day

as there ever was. This, it has been

well said, is a "case of whistling

through a graveyard on a dark night."

No, let us not deceive ourselves by
allowing our wishes and desires to

supplant our judgment. The fact is

undeniable, both in America and Great

Britain, that church attendance has

steadily and seriously fallen off. I

have just laid down a book, recently

published, containing a symposium
by leading English churchmen and

laymen, on the theme of " Non-Church-

Going, Its Reasons and Remedies,"

which shows that the condition we
face here is not local, but general in

all Christian lands. There is only one

statesmanlike thing for the church to

do, namely, to recognize the facts as

they actually are, to face them fairly,

to adapt itself to the new conditions,

and then to throw itself into the

mastering of the situation with un-
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abated courage and undiminished faith.

What shall the church do about

Smith?

The church must win Smith, or fail

in one great part of its divine mission.

It will not do for us to bewail the

fact that Smith has deserted the church,

nor to lay the blame entirely upon
him. The church must win Smith.

How? Here lies one of the greatest

problems of the modern church.

Now, there is not much use, it

seems to me, in arguing with Smith.

Smith has ceased to care for the church,

and you cannot argue with him about

it any more than you can argue with

your friend who has ceased to care for

you. It is utterly useless to go to

your estranged friend and to say to

him: ''You used to like me and enjoy

my fellowship, why don't you now?"
The question is not one for debate.

You cannot argue the matter with

him. That will not make him like

you again. The only thing that you

can do is to make yourself likable to
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him, and to win back his affection.

So it is useless for the church to try and

argue Smith back into the pew again.

The church must be made Hkable to

him, and be made to appear worth

while to him, il it is to bring him

back.

But how is this to be done? Not, I

think, by merely interesting Smith.

The church has a far more serious

task on hand than merely interesting

Smith: It must win Smith. I do not

believe that the church will ever win

Smith by merely arousing his passing

interest. Recognizing the necessity of

adopting unusual methods to meet

unusual conditions, I want to register

my profound conviction that the church

will never win Smith by means of

side-shows or moving pictures. Smith

does not need to be lured to the church

with that kind of bait. If the object of

the church is simply to interest Smith,

then it will certainly fail, for on the

score of pure interest and entertain-

ment, it can never hope to compete
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with other agencies of amusement that

are open to him.

Rehgion is a serious matter. It

lays claim to the deepest and most

vital part of a man's life. It is every-

thing or nothing. And any attempt

to "make it only a competitor among
other forms of pastime or diversion"

is sure to end in failure, and ought to.

The higher the church places the

claims of religion, the more likely is it

that Smith will be moved and won.

May it not be that the church is

making a serious and fatal mistake

here? The oldest of all the arts is

gem-engraving, which began w^hen our

ancestors, who had no tools, dis-

covered that they could cut an image

on a stone with the aid of another

stone. There was but one thing neces-

sary: the stone that cuts must be

harder than the stone that is cut. That
is all. When we complain that the

church is making but little impression

upon the world to-day, may it not be

that the church has mistaken its
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tool? May the failure not be, not

because the world is too hard, but

because the church is too soft? The
church must never let down her stand-

ards in order to win the world. She

must ever remain intolerant of all

forms of evil, as religion is intolerant.

The very intolerance of religion, as

Phillips Brooks once said, almost proves

its divineness. It proclaims absolute

standards and refuses to lower them.

It will not say to any man or any set of

men, "Your case is exceptional, and I

will waive part of my demands in

your interest." No! religion lifts aloft

her absolute standards of purity and

holiness, and says to men everywhere

and under all conditions: ''I will not

come down to you, you must come up
to me." And whenever the church

surrenders any of its divine standards

or holy ideals in order to win Smith, it

will not only sell its own birthright,

but it will lose Smith in the bar-

gain.

If the church is ever effectually to
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win Smith, it must offer him something

that he will feel is w^orth while; some-

thing that he cannot afford to do with-

out. And this is the supreme claim of

the church of Christ. Then too, Smith

must be made to feel that the church is

deeply in earnest in its divine mission;

that it is deeply in earnest in its work

for the bettering of mankind; for the

amelioration of the hardships and bur-

dens of men; that it is deeply in earnest

in its purpose to help answer its prayer,

'*Thy will be done on the earth as it is

in heaven;" that it is making an honest

effort to inculcate and practise the

spirit of Jesus in all the affairs of mod-

ern life; that it has deeply at heart all

the great, vital interests that appeal to

Smith.

But the church must go a step farther

than this, it seems to me, if it is to win

Smith. It must make Smith feel that

it has a real, genuine interest in him

and in his eternal well-being. I know
that this sounds commonplace and

trite, but I firmly believe it is one of
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the strongest factors in the sokition of

the problem. *'I am not convinced by
what you say; I am not sure that I

cannot answer every one of your argu-

ments," said a man to a preacher who
was urging upon him the claims of

religion, ''but there is one thing which

I confess that I cannot understand.

It puzzles me and makes me feel a

power in what you say. It is why you
should care enough for me to take all

this trouble, and to labor with me as if

you cared for my soul." That is the

thing that gets fast hold on Smith when
almost everything else fails.

Note that I said that the church

must take an interest in Smith. That
means not only the minister, but you
who sit in the pews and whose names
are on the church roster. And here

is one of the cardinal weaknesses of the

church to-day. It is so apt to be a

one-man affair, as far as any honest

effort to win Smith is concerned. And
whenever the church becomes a one-

man affair, it is doomed to utter and
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absolute failure. The man in the pew,

as well as the minister in the pulpit,

must feel a sense of personal responsi-

bility for Smith, if Smith is to be won
and held. It is not enough for the

minister to be interested in Smith.

That, of course, is necessary, but still

I sometimes feel it does not have as

much weight as we sometimes think.

Smith takes the interest of the minister

for granted. It is the business of the

minister to take an interest in Smith,

and when he approaches him on the

question of the church and religion.

Smith feels that he is doing it largely

because he feels it to be his duty and

part of his work. ^'Oh, yes, that's all

right," said a man to me at one time,

when I went to talk to him on the

question of religion, "it's your business

to do this."

But when some layman of the church,

some man in whom Smith has confi-

dence, and in whom he believes, ap-

proaches him on the question of re-

ligion, Smith will give careful and
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earnest heed. How many times have

any of you business men, members of

the church, spoken to Smith on the

vital subject of rehgion and his own
spiritual interests? Oh, I don't mean
in any weak, hesitant, conventional

way, as if you felt it to be a disagree-

able duty, and were anxious to get

through with it as quickly as possible.

Any approach of that sort disgusts

Smith and he resents it as an imperti-

nence. I remember well the disgust I

felt when, in a professional and conven-

tional way, a man came up to me once

and blurted out, "Brother, how's your

soul.^" No manly, red-blooded man
but resents, as a supreme impertinence,

such an approach. But I mean that

just as you talk with Smith on business,

and talk with him on politics, and talk

with him on social questions, and talk

with him on matters that are of mutual

interest, so you will talk with him on

religion and on his own spiritual well-

being. Then you may be sure that

Smith will give you an attentive hear-
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ing. For, say what you will, Smith is

interested in religion, deeply interested.

He is indifferent to ecclesiasticism, but

not to religion. Man is incurably re-

ligious, and the need of worship is

ineradicably wrought into the very

fiber of his being. He does not know
men, who does not know that there is

a deep religious under-current in the

heart of mankind. ''Amusement or

recreation will never of themselves

prove sufficient to fill the heart. Every

now and then there is a pause in the

rush of life, a musical rest in the song,

and the low murmur of the far-away

ocean challenges us with its eternal

questioning."

I want to speak a word for Smith,

and I think I know him when I say

that I do not for one moment believe

that he is indifferent to religion. He
is indifferent to a mere formal, con-

ventional expression of religion, but

a live, vital, red-blooded putting of

religion that touches his life and ap-

peals to the deepest part of him, is
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never a matter of indifference to Smith.

He may be indifferent to the appeal of

churchianity, but he is never indif-

ferent to the appeal of Christianity.

We are familiar, doubtless, with the

comedy, "Why Smith Left Home," and

have laughed over it. But why Smith

left the church is no laughing matter,

for that is not comedy but tragedy;

tragedy for Smith and tragedy for the

church.

What then is to be done ? To quote

the Right Hon. Sir vlo^eph" Compton-
Rickett, of England;' "The answer is

to be found m;:^; ;restored message

and in a church': c'onsy^i^us of her

duty and of . her opporbunity. If the

Christian Church is only the custodian

of a great tradition, and is not the

expression of a living Person, who is

sympathetic with the world of to-day,

she will drop to the position of a

debating society or be left to invent a

philosophy for a secular theory of

morals. 'Art Thou He that should

come, or do we look for another .f^'
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Let her settle that question first of all.

The promise and hope of that Person

has filled her life during the past

centuries. If she has now parted with

Him, let her reverently fold His linen

clothes, and roll the stone back upon

His garden grave. If she recovers

her faith in that Person, instead of

stammering her doubts, she will issue

her commands. The church will re-

cover that power of the keys once

entrusted to her by her Master, and

will then Ipe. able tp. turn.. the rusty

locks of many a secular problem."

With a re-bapli^m of. faith in her great

Head, the church will ,ascend into her

heritage and claim her rightful place.

Then multitudes who are now without

her gates will press within her borders

with new enthusiasm and new hope.
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